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“Days should be rigorously planned, nights left open to chance.”
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Entrepreneur Opens Driveway Venture

Newsletter Reader News and Notes

“Hair Today, Gone Tamale”

“It is ALWAYS Something”
Jane Calls from Heaven?
Calls Favorite Son via Land Line

(Walton Pond) Ex-dancer Kim Barnett has opened up a
combination hair salon and Mexican food cart to exploit
the sleepy market segment of hungry individuals in
need of haircuts. “I started with my own kids; braiding
their hair while they ate their lunch,” recalled Kim, “I
just took the idea and moved out to the driveway with
my brushes and toaster oven….and things took off.”
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Many neighbors stop for a
quick trim and a bowl of
gazpacho (“I call it the two
bowl special”) especially
with the social event of the
summer season happening
in late June. Curt Breeding is
moving to Las Vegas. He and
his current wife Bonnie have
decided to head to the place
that would be a great place
to raise a family “in case we
have another baby. Las
Vegas seemed like a great
place to start again as part of
the Witness Protection Program, I mean retirement plan.”
“The plan is that they are leaving on June 29th,” said
neighborhood social secretary Karen Ayre. “And the party is
on the 30th.” When asked why the party was one day late,
she smiled and said, “I didn’t say the party was for them.”

“Yoo Hoo…”

(Bloomington) The favorite son of Jane
Sears received this phone message: “Hi,
it’s me. I don’t why I called. It must have
been something. But now I cannot
remember. Bye.” Experts, upon listening
to the message, have concluded it must
have come from Heaven, the current
location of Jane Sears. “The only
remaining mystery, said famous ghost
detective Don Smith, “is the caller ID
showed Winona…not Heaven. Hmmmm.”

“Liz is a rat-faced S-C-U-M-B-A-L-L”
says Michele Lenz-Noll
(Lakeville) “What is ‘G-L-E-E-T?’” said
Michele Lenz-Noll as she looks at her
syrup-stained iPad™ and throws her
Scrabble™ dictionary into a pile of
freshly drain beer cans. “Liz is a ratfaced cheater!” says the fortyish
mother of one. “Where does she find
these words, lanugo, bathykolpian,
farctate, pyknic and weiner,” sighed
the raven-haired mother. “I use words
like “slurp” and “fart” and I get
creamed by 300 points!
Mike and Joanie Boysen
Banned from Art Fairs
(Edina) Details are sketchy but it
appears that the Boysens have been
banned from all local art fairs. “Mike
tells the locals he is used to ‘pose’ for
sculptors for book money in college,”
said Joanie. “It is embarrassing when
he insists on wearing his Jerry
Sandusky football jersey.”

